This CIB is obsolete - See 22 CFR 228 for eligible sources for procurement.
MEMORANDUM FOR ALL CONTRACTING OFFICERS AND NEGOTIATORS

TO:       Distribution List FAC
FROM:     M/OP, Mark S. Ward, Director
SUBJECT:  Foreign Aid Procurement Eligibility of Cambodia and Vietnam

CONTRACT INFORMATION BULLETIN 01 - 11

The Assistant Administrator of the Bureau of Policy, Planning and Coordination has approved removing Cambodia and Vietnam from the list of “foreign policy restricted countries”. Therefore, both countries are now eligible under USAID Geographic Codes 941, 935, and 899 if not the Cooperating Country. Accordingly, 22 CFR 228 Rules on Source, Origin And Nationality For Commodities And Services Financed By USAID and ADS Chapters 305 Host Country Contracts and 310 Source, Origin, and Nationality will be revised to reflect the change.

Questions regarding this CIB may be directed to Fran Maki, M/OP/P, telephone number 202-712-4978.